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Tim Be Told - Me To You

                            tom:
                Db

                            Db
Here we are again
                                     Gb
It doesn?t matter if it?s now or then
                        Bbm7
You look in my direction
                        Ab
And stir up my affection
                  Db
And then I?m yours

                     Db
If I could say it now
                                         Gb
I?d shout it from the roof clear and loud
                            Bbm7
The stars would even hear me
                       Ab
Til my lungs were weary
            Db
So here I go

                Db
You need to know
                          Gb
If I believe in me and you
                       Bbm7
It?s running in my mind
                      Ab           Db
I?m running out of time to say I do

Oh I tried
                            Gb
I Tried to follow every rule
                       Bbm7
Went looking for a sign
                    Ab             Db
But every single line led me to you

                       Db
Breathe in, breathe out
                                      Gb
No time for worry and no time for doubt
                    Bbm7
With everything I am
                      Ab
I?ll give you all I can
                   Db
Til there?s no more

                  Db
Give this a chance
                                    Gb
It?s not just another song and dance
                    Bbm7
I promise you forever
                        Ab
For worse or maybe better

                Db
But I?m not sure

                Db
You need to know
                          Gb
If I believe in me and you
                       Bbm7
It?s running in my mind
                      Ab           Db
I?m running out of time to say I do

Oh I tried
                            Gb
I Tried to follow every rule
                       Bbm7
Went looking for a sign
                    Ab             Db
But every single line led me to you

                               Db
Thought I was through with that
                       Gb
But I keep looking back

Was searching up and down
                    Bbm7
But it was you I found
                 Ab                    Db
No matter what I do it always leads to you

                          Db
Some things you never find
                            Gb
But you were there this time

I felt a little rush
                          Bbm7
And then our fingers touched
                Ab            Db
Everything I knew led me to you

                Db
You need to know
                          Gb
If I believe in me and you
                       Bbm7
It?s running in my mind
                      Ab           Db
I?m running out of time to say I do

Oh I tried
                            Gb
I Tried to follow every rule
                       Bbm7
Went looking for a sign
                    Ab             Db
But every single line led me to you

                       Bbm7
Went looking for a sign
                    Ab             Db
But every single line led me to you
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